In many real-time systems, relative timing constraints are imposed on a set of tasks. Generating a correct ordering for the tasks and deriving their proper start-time assignments is a NP-hard problem; it subsumes the Non-preemptive Scheduling Problem.
Introduction
Real-time systems often possess relative timing constraints, in which operations are temporally dependent on each other. These constraints are usually described in (or derived from) the system speci cation, which contains clauses such as (1) Move the robot arm within 10 s of an object being detected. (2) Wait at least 50 s between sending two messages.
Timing speci cations are event-based, and they establish many such minimum/maximum constrained relationships between occurrences of events 3, 11] . However, when a speci cation is realized in an application program, event-driven constraints are usually translated into equivalent relationships between the start and nish times of tasks. This helps ease the process of scheduling the tasks, and then dispatching them to guarantee that the constraints will hold.
In this paper we consider the problem of dispatching mutually constrained, sequential tasks on a single processor. We denote the task set consisting of n tasks as ? = f1; 2; : : :; ng, where task i always nishes before task i + 1 starts. Thus the system is nonpreemptive, and the order of task execution is determined a priori. The formal de nition of the problem is as follows.
De nition 1.1 (Constrained Sequential Task Set) A constrained sequential task set is de ned by the following characteristics:
A set of variables fs 1 ; e 1 ; s 2 ; e 2 ; : : :; s n ; e n g ranging over < + . The variable s i corresponds to the start time of task i, while the variable e i corresponds to the actual, measured execution time of task i.
A set of constants fl 1 ; u 1 ; l 2 ; u 2 ; : : :; l n ; u n g < + , where l i corresponds to the minimum execution time of task i, and u i corresponds to the maximum execution time of task i (e i 2 l i ; u i ]).
A system of m linear constraints to which the tasks must adhere:
Ax b
where A is an m 2n matrix, x is the 2n-dimensional column vector s 1 ; e 1 ; s 2 ; e 2 ; : : :; s n ; e n ] T , and where b is an m-dimension column vector of real-valued constants. Included in the m constraints are those denoting the total ordering on tasks.
We de ne the letter C to represent the logical interpretation of the m constraints over the 2n-space of variables. That is, if we consider f 1 ; 2 ; : : :; m g to be the set of relations induced by each row of A and b, then C def =1 in which we consider time in terms of seconds. Constraint (i) states that the maximum elapsed time between task 7 starting and task 10 nishing is 13 msec. Constraint (ii) states that there is a minimum delay of 8.3 msec between the end of task 4 and the beginning of task 5.
Our objective is to sequentially dispatch the tasks so that all of the constraints remain satis ed. Certainly a successful dispatcher must be able to determine the start time of a given task before that task is actually run. However, as a consequence of the constraints, the value for any s i may depend on many of the other variables { including e i ; s i+1 ; e i+1 ; : : :; s n ; e n . The challenge in this problem lies in the fact that actual execution times for all tasks following i are unknown until those tasks are run.
We say a task set is schedulable if there exists any method which can successfully dispatch the tasks in ?. Given the constraints in C, the formal de nition of schedulability is as follows: De nition 1.2 (Schedulability) A task set is schedulable if the following predicate holds.
sched def = 9 s 1 :: 8 e 1 2 l 1 ; u 1 ] :: : : : 9 s n :: 8 e n 2 l n ; u n ] :: C That is, if sched holds, there exists a dispatching mechanism which, in determining each s i , relies only on the execution times of the tasks already run. In this paper we show how such a dispatcher can be constructed.
Note that if all of the execution times are known in advance (i.e., l i = u i for all i), the dispatcher can be trivially obtained. In this case the e i 's can be considered constant values, and the system of constraints Ax b can be solved before any of the tasks are run. This can be done by using any common linear programming technique, along with a consistent objective function; for example, min(s n + e n ). The result will be a pre-determined calendar, where all of the s i 's are real-valued constants. When task i is to be run, the dispatcher need only look up the value for s i in the calendar { an O(1) operation.
In reality, a task's execution time is never so predictable. Many factors guarantee that any two di erent runs of the same task will produce di erent measured execution times; such factors include conditional path execution, the cache hit ratio, the number of pipeline stalls, the degree of bus sharing, etc. Our method incorporates this nondeterminism, and simply assumes that execution times can be bounded from above and below. We believe that this is a realistic assumption, especially since several tools have been developed to generate these bounds 9, 19, 17, 20] .
But since exact execution times are not known a priori, constructing a schedule is not such a trivial i.e., sched holds if and only if our method successfully produces a parametric calendar. As shown in Figure 2 , our approach is to attack the dispatching problem in two phases { the rst phase is run o ine, and the second is run online. Even in cases where a static calendar can be generated, we claim that the parametric method is a superior way to dispatch real-time tasks. Certainly many applications can take advantage of the additional exibility, especially those that include a mix of hard real-time tasks and noncritical, preemptable background processes. For example, a calendar such as that in Figure 1 will, before dispatching a task, report the minimum and maximum amount of \slack" available.
Main Results
We present an algorithm based on Fourier-Motzkin variable elimination which generates each of the can, in the worstcase, have exponential cost. However, we have identi ed a class of standard constraints for which this complexity is substantially reduced, and in fact, is polynomial. Fortunately, these constraints can describe the real-time properties that one generally nds in a speci cation. A set of standard constraints leads to an o ine algorithm with complexity O(n 3 ), where n is the number of tasks. The associated online complexity of applying an F min i or F max i is O(n).
But even in the case of general, arbitrary constraints, we can still determine the complexity of the online component during execution of the o ine component. Then, if the online component is determined to be su ciently cheap to run, it will still be suitable for use in real-time scheduling.
Assumptions
Throughout we assume that \t = 0" (as in Figure 3 ) is the minimum time that any of the tasks may execute. In practice, the online dispatcher will equate \t = 0" with some absolute, global time { say, \Sep 26 15:12:55 GMT 1992" { and then adjust all other times accordingly.
To simplify our presentation, we assume that the real-time cost of applying an F min i or F max i is 0. When parametric dispatching is used in practice, this cost must be taken into account. One approach is to calculate the worst-case real-time cost of applying F min i and F max i , in addition to the other dispatching code. This overhead can then be used to rewrite the original precedence constraints. and thus, the o ine algorithm would guarantee su cient slack time to execute the dispatching code.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the methods used in both the online and o ine components. Speci cally, we explain the technique of quanti ed variable elimination, and show how we harness it to produce a parametric schedule. In Section 3 we present the concept of standard-form constraints. We show that this class of constraints is su ciently expressive to describe most real-time behaviors, and that standard-form constraints yield polynomial o ine and online algorithms. In Section 4 we review related work in real-time systems, and we conclude in Section 5.
Parametric Dispatching { O ine and Online Components
In this section we describe the two components of the parametric dispatcher. Most of the work is performed in the o ine component, which generates the functions F min 1 , F max 1 , F min 2 , F max 2 , : : :, F min n , F max n . The online calendar evaluator's role is straightforward { after task i ? 1 executes, the functions F min i and F max i are applied to determine the bounds for s i . In this manner, we have oloaded as much work as possible to the pre-runtime period, which is consistent with the practice of sound, hard real-time development.
O ine Component
The o ine algorithm uses variable elimination techniques to successively eliminate quanti ed variables from the set of constraints. Recall from De nition 1.2 that a task set is schedulable if and only if the following sentence is true: 9 s 1 :: 8 e 1 2 l 1 ; u 1 ] :: : : : 9 s n :: 8 e n 2 l n ; u n ] :: C
The o ine algorithm rst removes the innermost universal quanti er, and produces a re ned set of constraints, C 0 , in which e n no longer appears. At this stage the following essential property holds: C 0 () (8 e n 2 l n ; u n ] :: C). Now the functions F min n and F max n can be derived from lower bounds and upper bounds respectively on s n in C 0 , since all such bounds will be in terms of values known at the time s n is chosen.
Next, the algorithm removes the innermost existential quanti er, and produces a new set of constraints, C 00 , in which s n has now been eliminated. Again, we have that C 00 () (9 s n :: C 0 ).
Thus the algorithm works its way from the inside out, progressively eliminating quanti ers until, at the end, only constraints on s 1 remains. If at any stage a set of constraints is detected to be inconsistent, it means that the original task set is not schedulable { that is, sched is false. If no inconsistencies are detected, the algorithm successfully generates the parametric calendar. A sketch of the o ine algorithm is given in Figure 4 . We present the rules for elimination of universally and existentially quanti ed variables in Sections 2.1.1 and Section 2.1.2 respectively.
Elimination of Universally Quanti ed Variables
Consider a set of linear constraints C in n variables (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ), C Ax b which must be satis ed with respect to some de ned existential and universal quanti cation over the variables. In this section we show how an innermost universally quanti ed variable x n , with associated lower (l n ) and upper (u n ) bounds can be eliminated to obtain a new set of equivalent constraints. The set of constraints C may be partitioned into three subsets, depending on whether the coe cient of x n is positive, negative or zero. The set of constraints C in n-variables can be visualized as forming a convex object in n-dimensions.
Constraining the value of one of the variables (x n , in our case) to a constant results in an n-1 dimension object. The universal quanti cation rule can be viewed as taking the intersection of constraints resulting from restricting x n to u n and l n , respectively. Figure 5 gives a geometrical depiction of the elimination rule on a set of constraints in two variables. By setting the value of one of the variables to a constant value, a line is obtained. The intersection of the two lines corresponding to lower and upper bounds gives the constraints after elimination of the universally quanti ed variable. Lemma 2.1 Let C be a system of linear constraints and let C 0 be the resulting set of constraints after eliminating a universally quanti ed variable x n with lower bound l n and upper bound u n . Then the sentence 8x n 2 l n ; u n ] :: C holds if and only if C 0 holds. Proof:
(8x n 2 l n ; u n ] :: C) =) C 0 : (8x n 2 l n ; u n ] :: C) () (8x n 2 l n ; u n ] :: (C P^CN^CZ )) =) (C P ) xn 
l n D i (x 0 ) =) 8x n 2 l n ; u n ] :: x n l n D i (x 0 ) u n E j (x 0 ) =) 8x n 2 l n ; u n ] :: x n u n E j (x 0 ) 0 F k (x 0 ) =) 8x n 2 l n ; u n ] :: 0 F k (x 0 ) 9 > > > = > > > ; =) (8x n 2 l n ; u n ] :: C)
In our o ine algorithm, the universal quanti er rule is applied to eliminate the execution time variables from the schedulability predicate. As an illustration of the rule, consider example 1. Fourier-Motzkin Elimination. Consider a system of linear constraints C in n variables (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ). We wish to nd a system of linear constraints C 0 over x 0 = x 1 ; : : :; x n?1 ] T , such that x 0 is a solution to C 0 if and only if x 0 is a solution to 9x n :: C. As in Section 2.1.1, the constraints in C may be partitioned into three subsets. The procedure above is used to eliminate the start time variables from the schedulability predicate.
As an illustration, consider the set of constraints for in example after e 4 has been eliminated. At this time s 4 is the innermost quanti ed variable, and hence may be eliminated. The elimination procedure continues until only the variable s 1 remains. At the end we are assured that the task set is indeed schedulable, as no inconsistent constraints are obtained. The parametric calendar obtained as a result is shown in Figure 6 .
Online Component
The online component is responsible for monitoring the execution of tasks, evaluating the dispatch functions and generating the lower and upper bounds for the start time of the next task. For each task to be dispatched, the dispatch functions are evaluated using the past execution history, i.e., the actual, measured execution times and the actual start times of its predecessors. Any start time within the lower bound and upper bound may be selected.
Analysis
The worst-case time complexity of our algorithm is exponential: elimination of an existential quanti er may increase the number of constraints from m to m 2 =4. Successive elimination of k existential quanti ers can increase the number of constraints to 4(m=4) 2 k (elimination of universal quanti ers does not e ect the number of constraints). This can easily produce an exponential number of constraints, forcing the algorithm to take at least exponential time.
In practice, two things can limit the growth in the number of quanti ers. First, unless there are m=2 upper bounds and m=2 lower bounds on the eliminated variable, we do not get worst-case growth.
Second, we may be able to e ciently eliminate redundant constraints. Most importantly, we have identi ed a class of constraints for which the maximum number of non-redundant constraints on n tasks is at most 4n 2 . Fortunately, this class of constraints, referred to as the standard form, is su cient to encompass the constraints which are generally found in real-time systems and identi ed in the literature.
Constraints of the Standard Form
While variable elimination can be a rather expensive venture when applied to (maliciously) arbitrary constraints, it is quite e cient for a practical real-time task set. By a practical task set, we mean one which contains the type of relative constraints expressible by a real-time programming language (e.g., 14, 15, 18, 6, 22] ). A sequential program written in any of these languages imposes a set of what we call standard constraints. We de ne a standard constraint as one which induces a relationship between at most two tasks, and where all coe cients are unary. To fully understand this point, consider the pseudo-statements in Figure 7 , all of which are similar to those found in the abovementioned languages. Note that tasks may by nested, with subtasks bound by their own timing constraints. As can be seen, these (and many other) constructs can easily be expressed in terms of standard constraints. In fact, it is di cult to imagine a practical need for a linear constraint involving more than two tasks. For example, the predicate \s 2 3s 5 + s 6 " makes little sense as a real-time speci cation. Also, at the implementation level one commonly uses a task graph to represent a real-time application. The task graph's vertices denote the tasks themselves, while the edges denote timing dependencies between pairs of tasks. Such dependencies (i.e., annotated arcs) are easily represented by standard constraints. Figure 7 ). For a given task i 2 ?, the following constraints are admitted: We also include as standard any constraint that can be rewritten in one of the above forms; e.g., s i s j + e j ? e i + c falls into this category.
Construct
Using this characterization, in this section we develop our O(n 3 )-complexity o ine algorithm for constraints of the standard form, where n is the number of tasks. We also show that the corresponding online component has linear-time complexity; i.e., for a given F min i or F max i the cost of applying either function is O(i). (The asymptotic complexity is achieved only when task i depends on every other task { an extremely unlikely scenario.) These results follow from a very simple but important fact. For each given form of a standard constraint, one and only one instance is actually required { all other instances will be redundant. For example, consider the two constraints, s 5 s 1 + 10 and s 5 s 1 + 20. Certainly the former implies the latter, and only the former need be retained. Thus, there are at most 4n(n ? 1) nonredundant constraints involving two tasks, and 4n nonredundant constraints that involve a single task. As a consequence, for n tasks there are at most 4n(n ? 1) + 4n = 4n 2 non-redundant constraints. Given this upper bound on the total number of nonredundant constraints, we proceed to show the following:
Variable elimination on standard constraints maintains \standardness". This means that after some s i is eliminated, the number of constraints is bounded by 4i 2 .
At each stage, the o ine algorithm can eliminate e i and s i in O(i 2 ) time.
Variable Elimination on Standard Constraints
The elimination of a universally quanti ed variable e i from any constraint simply replaces e i with a constant. Thus, the new constraint is also in the standard form. For instance, the elimination of e i from a constraint of type s i + e i s j + c will lead to a constraint of type s i s j + c. Now, consider the elimination of existentially quanti ed variables. Note that when s i is to be eliminated, the constraint set contains only the variables s 1 ; e 1 ; : : :; s i ; i.e., e i has already been eliminated. It is easy see that if the constraints are in standard form, then removing s i will also produce standard constraints. For example, consider the two constraints s k +c 2 s i and s i s j +e j +c 1 , where j; k < i. Removing s i will produce the new constraint s k + e k s j + c 1 ? c 2 , which is in standard form.
Special care must be paid when combining two constraints between task i and task j; e.g., s j +10 s i and s i s j + e j + 3. As in this case, the result may produce constraints on the execution time e j ; e.g., 7 e j . A constraint of this form falls into one of two categories { either it is redundant with respect to what we know about the execution time of task j (e.g., 7 l j ), or it is inconsistent with what we know (e.g., l j < 7). In the former case we ignore the derived constraint, while in the latter we determine that the task set is unschedulable.
The combination of two constraints between task i and task j can also produce constraints such as 5 8 or 42 17, which are either redundant or inconsistent.
In the next section we show how redundant constraints can be removed \on the y," adding no signi cant overhead to the variable elimination algorithm.
Algorithm and Analysis
The key to the algorithm is in the storage of the constraints. We do this an n + 1 n + 1 array called \Con," which is organized as follows: For 1 i; j n, Con i,j] holds those constraints with s i (and e i ) on the left-hand-side of the \ ", and s j (and e j ) on the right-hand-side. In addition, for 1 i n Con i,0] holds the constraints with s i (and e i ) on the left-hand-side and a constant the right-hand-side; the meaning of Con 0,i] is similar. We assume that a given cell Con i,j] is organized as a list (with a maximum of four elements), and that Con i,i] is empty for all i.
The algorithms for eliminating both e i and s i are presented in Figure 8 . As for the online component, when s i is to be eliminated in the o ine algorithm, all variables s j ; j > i and e j ; j i have already been eliminated as well. Now, recall that the dispatch functions for s i are given by The abovementioned programming languages provide constructs that are su ciently powerful to build almost any real-time application. However, it is one thing to simply write a real-time program, and quite another to ensure its desired execution behavior. Unfortunately, modern scheduling techniques have not caught up to these languages. For example, arbitrary programs written in languages such as RTC and FLEX cannot be statically guaranteed, and as a result, one must be satis ed with runtime exceptions whenever a constraint cannot be met.
Scheduling techniques typically assume deterministic execution times for tasks. This is usually taken as the worst-case execution time (e.g., u i ), and is used to generate a schedule satisfying all timing and synchronization constraints. ., 12] ). Theoretically, RTL provides the capability to analyze schedulabilty for tasks with relative constraints, and especially for the problem addressed in this paper (if one limits the domain to the integers). However, this technique and others like it are typically non-constructive, and hence not applicable to creating a parametric calendar. Further, the generality of automated veri cation results in overly expensive procedures for the problem treated here.
We stress that parametric dispatching is not another solution to the scheduling problem, as we assume a prede ned total ordering on tasks. Rather, we envision a parametric dispatcher to be used in conjunction with one of the abovementioned scheduling techniques.
Conclusions
Real-time scheduling algorithms have traditionally relied on deterministic techniques, which are based on worst-case execution times of tasks. This approach, while su cient for absolute timing constraints, is inadequate when relative constraints exist between several tasks, and when execution times can range between lower and upper bounds (e.g., Example 1.1). In many such cases, determining the start time for a given task relies on the exact start times and execution times of those tasks already run.
In this paper we have restricted ourselves to nite, totally-ordered task sets. Such task sets arise in sequential programs with nested timing constraints, which are expressible in contemporary real-time programming languages 15, 18, 14, 10] .
Our method can also be applied to periodic tasks that contain mutually constrained subtasks. For example, consider the periodic construct \every 100 do T od" where T n is the last subtask in T.
One would simply add a constraint \T n 100" to those already imposed on T 1 ; : : :; T n , and produce a parametric calendar in the usual manner. The same calendar could then be re-used every 100 time units. The more general problem of scheduling unordered task sets is substantially more di cult, as it subsumes a number on NP-complete real-time scheduling problems. We hope that the insights provided by our solution for totally-ordered task sets will help provide heuristics for solving the more general problem.
